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Abstract
This article seeks to illuminate the long-standing, yet oft-neglected,
tradition of “critical Confucianism” by focusing on the Yongjia 永嘉
statecraft thinker Ye Shi’s 葉適 (1150-1223) constitutional vision. Ye
Shi’s plans might well be considered ‘constitutional’ as he sought to
articulate legitimate ways of limiting state power. Reflecting on the
grand social and economic changes we call the Tang-Song transition,
Ye Shi redefined the basic assumptions of good government and
proposed new ways of framing state society relations for the time.
Using the Confucian Classics as the legitimate grounds of his political
commentary, Ye Shi criticized the consequences of state-led reforms of
the Northern Song (960-1127) era, diagnosed the continuing problems
of the Southern Song (1127-1279) imperial state, and proposed his new
plans for government. Seen in this light, Ye Shi can be said to
exemplify “critical Confucianism,” the long-standing practice of using
the Confucian Classics as a legitimizing agent for political claims.
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1. Critical Thinkers in “Confucian” Tradition
A specter is haunting China today: the specter of “Confucianism.”1)
Yet understanding the rise of Confucianism in China today is made all
the more difficult by the fact that the very concept of “Confucianism”
remains ambiguous. Unlike the doctrine of Communism, Confucianism
is a broad church that has evolved through a long period of time, it
quite naturally defies any clear-cut dictionary definition. In the West,
Confucianism is somewhat loosely defined as “a worldview or a social
ethic or a political ideology, a scholarly tradition, and a way of life …
propagated by Confucius in the 6th-5th century BCE and followed by
the Chinese people for more than two millennia.”2) While this
definition might serve us well, we should remember that those
“Chinese people” in history who claimed to follow the teachings of
Confucius were often at fundamental and irreconcilable odds among
themselves.
The ideological cleavage between the reform councilor Wang
Anshi 王安石 (1021-1086) and his archrival conservative historian Sima
Guang 司馬光 (1019-1086) is a classic case.3) If we lump together
Wang and Sima as proponents of Confucianism, the term itself
becomes not only equivocal, but also misleading. In fact, both Wang
and Sima both claimed to be the legitimate carriers of what we call
the Confucian tradition.4) Yet what these two thinkers had in common
was simply the fact that both proficiently used the political language
of ancient Confucian classics to express two fundamentally different
views of good government. What then is the point of locking up these
oppositional thinkers within the shared conceptual cage of
* The main body of this article is derived from chapter 8 of my doctoral
dissertation, Song (2007).
** SONG Jaeyoon: assistant professor, the Department of History, McMaster
University, Canada (E-mail: songjae@mcmaster.ca)
1) As to the revival of Confucianism in China today, see Bell (2008) and Ruiping
Fan (2011).
2) Ames and Tu, ed., “Confucianism,” in Encyclopedia Britannica.
3) Bol (1993), pp. 128-192.
4) Although critics of Wang Anshi denigrated him as a Legalist in Confucian
disguise, Wang Anshi compiled the New Meanings of the Three Classics (Sanjing
xinyi 三經新義) under the auspices of the imperial court in the 1070s with a
grand claim that he had read the intents of the sage rulers of antiquity, the
venerated culture heroes of “Confucianism.” These three classics were the Book of
Odes, the Book of Documents, and the Rituals of Zhou, all of which belong to the
Thirteen Confucian classics. See Song (2010), pp. 252-253.
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“Confucianism”?
We seldom, if ever, view the political thought of Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679) and John Locke (1632-1704) merely as expressions of
Christianity although they both addressed theological questions in their
masterworks under the heavy influence of Christianity.5) Instead of
treating them as Christian thinkers, we generally honor them as
political philosophers. Why then have we become so inured to
employing the term “Confucianism” to pre-define the contents of
pre-modern political thinkers and moral/ethical scholars in the Chinese
tradition? Is it not because we tacitly assume that the ideas of Wang
and Sima did not rise to meet the standard of “political thought” or
“political philosophy” in the modern sense of the term? By so doing, I
fear that we essentialize “Confucianism,” committing an ahistorical
mistake of pre-defining their ideas by falling back on our
pre-conceived notions of Confucianism.
Despite these questions, this article intends not to categorically
reject the use of “Confucianism” per se, but rather to use the term in a
strictly limited sense. In my view, it would be legitimate to call a
political thinker or a moral philosopher “Confucian” in so far as he or
she promoted his or her own views of good government and the
good life by reference to the Confucian classics. With such a caveat,
this article aims to enrich our understanding of “Confucianism” by
showing one of its most significant aspects: namely, that a number of
traditional political thinkers, generally listed today within the pantheon
of Confucian thought, were themselves “critical thinkers” who openly
spoke out against government policies. There has been a long line of
critical thinkers within “Confucianism,” thinkers who were often
embroiled in contentious politics and who struggled in various ways
to advance their own constitutional agenda. While these thinkers
certainly lived and wrote under the heavy influence of the Confucian
Classics, as individual thinkers they each brought their own
perspectives and biases to bear on these classics and, by deliberately
using the Confucian Classics for various purposes of their own,
diversified the potential meanings of “Confucianism” itself. The
Confucian Classics served them, not vice versa.
Ye Shi 葉適 (1150-1223) was one of those political thinkers who
embodied what I would call “critical Confucianism.” This article
5) Regarding Thomas Hobbes’s refutation of atheism and devotion to Christianity,
see Letwin (1976), 1-21.
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analyzes Ye Shi’s plans for reform and constitutional visions as shown
in his “Advanced Scrolls (jinjuan 進卷),” a series of essays on the
fundamentals of good government, one of the most influential texts
during the 13th century Southern Song. In these essays, Ye Shi
articulates institutional arrangements for a limited government. When a
political theorist proposes an elaborate theory of legitimate constraint
upon public power, we may call it “constitutional.”6) With his
constitutional plans for limiting the coercive power of the state, Ye Shi
epitomizes the indigenous development of “constitutionalism” in
Chinese history. As we seek to better understand the contemporary
rise of Confucianism in China and its potential implications, we may
consider Ye Shi’s political philosophy as a representative case of
critical Confucianism in action. In order to reconstruct the Confucian
project in full today, we should rekindle the spirit of such critical
thinkers as Ye Shi. This article is but a modest attempt in this
direction.

2. Ye Shi’s Constitutional Schemes
In an essay entitled “Practical Device (shimou 實謀),”7) Ye Shi
synopsizes his plans for reform in four distinct aspects.8) First, he
argues that the scale of Southern Song state finance had become too
large and should, therefore, be curtailed. Second, he claims that the
Southern Song military had been weakened by too much growth, and
6) For illumination of the indigenous heritage of East Asian constitutionalism with a
culture-sensitive approach by legal scholars and political theorists. See Hahm
(2009) and Bell (2003).
7) This essay is from a series of memorials Ye Shi wrote in the 1180s. During the
Xiaozong’s reign, Ye Shi wrote two comprehensive sets of memorials, “the
Proposed Scrolls (1184)” and “Exterior Manuscripts (1185).” The former is a set
of memorials Ye Shi submitted for the decree examination, and the latter picks
up the proposed problems in more detail. These memorials address diverse
matters of the state such as government structure, bureaucratic organization,
fiscal policy, military organization, and social policies in a systematic way.
8) This essay is from a series of memorials Ye Shi wrote in the 1180s. During the
Xiaozong's reign, Ye Shi wrote two comprehensive sets of memorials, "the
Presented Scrolls (1184)" and "Exterior Manuscripts (1185)." The former is a set of
memorials Ye Shi submitted for the decree examination, and the latter picks up
the proposed problems in more detail. These memorials address diverse matters
of the state such as government structure, bureaucratic organization, fiscal policy,
military organization, and social policies in a systematic way.
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should be cut back and made more muscular. Third, he suggests that
“the institutions and laws (fadu 法度)” had become so detailed and
complicated that they were destroying customs, and should, therefore,
be simplified. Fourth, Ye Shi contends that the “structural principle
(jigang 紀綱)” of the state had become too over-centralized, and was
undermining the authority of the state. He proposed distributing the
central government’s authority among bureaucrats through the proper
division and delegation of power.9) Furthermore, Ye Shi argues, social
and economic resources should reside not with the central state, but
with the people who produced them. Ye Shi claims that through
reducing its size, the government could diminsh the cost of
administration and defense, and many of the economic resources
seized by the government could be returned to the people. When the
people take control of their economic resources, Yi She believes, the
economy would grow to the benefit of both rich and poor. In short,
Ye Shi proposes a new constitutional plan for a limited, effective
government.
Ye Shi’s constitutional plan was combined with a skeptical
attitude toward the New Policies (ca. 1069-1120s) led by the reformer
councilor Wang Anshi. When Emperor Shenzong (r. 1067-85) ascended
the throne, he inherited from the previous regimes chronic problems in
four areas: fiscal deficits, the lack of talent, corruption, and arrogant
literati. After gaining Shenzong’s full support, Wang Anshi attempted
a fundamental reformation; ironically however, his plans to intensify
government control actually resulted in the weakening of the state. Ye
Shi argued that Emperor Shenzong’s expansionist ambitions produced
costly but unsuccessful military campaigns and merely worsened the
well-being of commoners. These failures, Ye Shi writes, were due to
Wang Anshi’s ignorance: The Green Shoots Policy, the Tithing System,
and the military and bureaucratic reforms of the New Policies
government were typical examples of what he called the effort “to
create strong conditions from weak conditions.”
Ye Shi argues that if a ruler truly wishes to convert weak
conditions into strong conditions, a fundamental structural change of
government should be necessary. More specifically, Ye Shi
conceptualizes each dynasty from the ancient Xia to the Song in
simplified abstract terms to derive some fixed models of government
9) Ye Shiji, pp. 767-769.
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for rhetorical purposes. Ye Shi argues that the structural principles of
the ancient Xia and Shang dynasties were based on the integration of
numerous regional states, the remedial use of the military forces, and
governing ‘barbarians’ in the same way as governing the central states;
the Qin dynasty is marked by the introduction of the bureaucratic
system, the absolutization of emperorship, the rise of the center over
other regions, and the depravation of the populace; the Han
symbolizes the model of tolerant government; and the Tang went
through a dramatic shift of dynastic conditions, from early glory to
late disorder.
When it comes to the Song dynasty, Ye Shi laments: “As to the
weak conditions of all-under-heaven, if we enumerate the ancient
governments of all cases, our dynasty is by far the weakest.”
However, when the peace treaty was concluded toward the end of the
Zhenzong’s reign (997-1022), the government failed to realize its own
vulnerability, only becoming alerted to the crisis with the sudden rise
of Xixia and the subsequent advance of the Khitan troops into the
contested territories. The Qingli reform was launched against this
background in 1043, with Fu Pi, Fan Zhongyan, and Han Qi taking
power and briefly carrying on the reforms before being brought down
by factious struggle. Twenty-seven years later, when Shenzong
ascended the throne, he inherited from the previous regimes
cumulative problems in four aspects: fiscal deficits, the lack of talent,
widespread corruption, and arrogant literati. With the full support of
Shenzong, Wang Anshi attempted a complete reversal of the situation.
Ye Shi argues that Wang Anshi’s plans were fatally flawed:
Wang Anshi was not aware that the real cause of the problems lay in the
discipline [of the bureaucracy] both in and out of the court as well as in
the discrepancies between the duties allocated [to officials] and the roles
performed [by them]. He simply thought that the problems originated from
the weakness of the military and the insufficiencies of national wealth. If
Wang Anshi knew this, he would have first rectified the discipline [of the
bureaucracy] and distinguished between bureaucrats in and out of the court,
allocated the duties of bureaucrats and let them perform those duties. Only
by then could he have eliminated the complexities of collecting revenues
and tributes, and established the school system, given luster to classical
learning so as to renew and beautify the world. How could there be such
an agitated statement [as his], which not only achieve nothing, but also
caused losses. As Shenzong’s strong will for activism finally led him to
adopt [Wang Anshi’s] plans and decisions, when the new policies were
implemented, they agonized the people, and when the frontier expeditions
were launched, it caused trouble. [The emperor] strove to occupy the Ling
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and Wu districts, which eventually resulted in the loss of profit, and he
regreted over the uselessness of such military campaigns. Not knowing that
he should change weak conditions into strong conditions, Wang Anshi only
wanted to create strong conditions based on weak conditions.10)

Shenzong’s expansionist ambitions aggravated the commoners’
livelihood and resulted in costly military campaigns without success.
All these, Ye Shi claims, were due to Wang Anshi’s ignorance: Wang
Anshi sought to produce what Ye Shi terms “strong conditions”
without realizing that in order to make the government strong, he
would first need to transform the dynasty’s weak conditions into
strong conditions. Ye Shi notes the fundamental difference between
“the effort to transform weak conditions into strong conditions” and
“the effort to create strong conditions by relying on weak conditions.”
He further suggests that the New Policies were inevitably doomed
efforts to create strong conditions while relying on weak conditions. In
Ye Shi’s view, it is impossible to produce “strong conditions” by
relying on “weak conditions,” strength could only be attained after
first eliminating the fundamental causes of weakness.
Wang Anshi’s reforms were prescriptive (dirigiste), with an
expansion of the government without a reordering of its unhealthy
structure. By contrast, Ye Shi proposes strengthening the state through
the elimination of unnecessary rules and regulations. In other words,
Ye Shi has in mind an idea of a permissive (laissez faire) reform, i.e.,
an effective retrenchment of government activities. This idea is
encapsulated in his two grand statements concerning fiscal policy and
military organization:
The Military will be stronger by becoming smaller, and the fisc will be
richer by taking less.11)

In terms of fiscal policy, Ye Shi proposes the decrease of financial
demands through a fundamental restructuring of the government
apparatus. In terms of the military, Ye Shi also proposes a radical
downsizing after the model of the Song founder Taizu’s (r. 960-976)
10) Ye Shiji, p. 815. “安石不知其為患在于紀綱内外之間, 分畫委任之異, 而以為在於兵之
不强, 財之不多也.使安石知之, 正其紀綱, 明其内外, 分畫委任而責成功, 然後取賦斂之
煩者削之, 本學校, 隆經術, 以新美天下. 豈復有洶洶之論, 不惟無成而反有所喪也. 以
神宗之厲志有為, 終於舉措衡决, 變法則為傷民, 開邊則為生事, 力圖靈武, 遂以失利,
亦悔用兵之無益者, 不知改弱勢而為强勢, 而欲因弱勢而為强勢也.”
11) Ibid., p. 784. “兵以少而後强, 財以少而後富.”
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Imperial Troops, which numbered only two hundred thousand. The
idea of a laissez faire reform guides Ye Shi’s critique of Wang Anshi’s
activist reforms, and underlies his constitutional plans for Southern
Song.
In Ye Shi’s view, rising military expenditure was largely
responsible for the fiscal crises in the Northern Song (960-1127). By the
mid-11th century, when the number of military forces amounted to
one point four million, military expense accounted for three-quarters of
the national income.12) The fiscal activism of the New Policies were
intensified during Huizong’s reign and continued to grow harsher
during the 12th century Southern Song.13) The size of the military,
including the Four Frontier Armies, the Palace Guards, and provincial
and local troops, exceeded one million in his time. In order to break
out of this vicious cycle, Ye Shi thought it was necessary to reduce
the size of the military.
In the early 1170s, Emperor Xiaozong (r. 1163-1190) initiated a
number of political reforms and resumed the restoration (huifu 恢復)
policy after defeating the Jurchen invasion in 1164. When Ye Shi wrote
these memorials in the 1180s, Xiaozong’s court was still bifurcated
between the hawkish and the conciliatory camps. On the surface, Ye
Shi seems to have sided with the former as he spoke for the
revanchist camp. However, Ye Shi could at best be termed a moderate:
in his view, both groups were equally opportunistic. In his writing, Ye
Shi warns of the dangers of rash military campaigns, shows distaste
for the widespread rhetoric of domestic governance for edification of
“the barbarians,” and Above all, emphasizes the necessity of thorough
preparation before going to war with the Jurchens. While Ye Shi does
at times employ hawkish rhetoric, the actual policies he proposes are
full of conservative cautiousness. Instead of calling for a prompt
military action, he instead proposes a fundamental reform of the
military: a reduction of its size and simplification of its structure.
According to Ye Shi’s calculation, more than eighty percent of the
overall state income, including the Sichuan tax base, was spent on the
Four Frontier Armies.14) In his diagnosis of Southern Song fiscal crises,
Ye Shi argues, over-taxation in various forms of supplementary taxes
“demoralized the officialdom,” “impoverished the people,” and
12) Ibid., p. 779.
13) Lo (1974), pp. 60-61.
14) Ye Shiji, p. 767.
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depleted the resources of the state.15) Ye Shi’s request for reduction of
military forces is informed by the higher purpose of alleviating the
people’s tax burden.
Unlike the founding emperor Taizu (r. 960-976) who had a crack
army of just twenty thousand, writes Ye Shi, later emperors extracted
all sources of social power in order to raise a centralized army;
however, once done, the emperors were unable to take back control of
the military from the hands of frontier generals. As a result, the army
had swollen to an uncontrolled size, yet still proved vulnerable to the
Jurchen invasion.”16) The continuing over-recruitment of troops during
the military crises of the post-Taizu eras ironically symbolized the
weakening of the military forces.
Ye Shi provides a fundamental solution for this diagnosis,
suggesting that the overall number of the Four Encampment Armies
be reduced to thirteen hundred thousand. Only at this size, Ye Shi
claims, would they cease to be a financial burden to the central
government and become capable of being reshaped into a crack army.
Ye Shi further proposes reorganizing the frontier armies under the
direct leadership of celebrated generals, contending that if so done,
they would prove capable of resuscitating the dynasty itself. Ye Shi’s
plans for military cutbacks are closely connected with his call for
reduced taxation, as fiscal necessities would obviously lessen if military
expenditures could be reduced. Ye Shi’s also calls for a lessening of
government intervention in financial matters, writing:
The management of wealth and the exaction of taxes are two different
things. What people call the management of wealth today is no more than
the exaction of taxes. This is not only true for today. Since the Zhou
declined, the management of wealth has long since lost it original meaning.
People began to think that the management of wealth meant collecting
revenues from the people for the use of the higher authorities. He who
manages wealth well takes [revenue] so skillfully that people would not
even notice. The higher authorities would have a sufficient amount while
the lower people would not be agonized. Only this could be called the
management of wealth.17)

Ye Shi supports this argument by invoking the models of the
15) Lo (1974), p. 62.
16) Ye Shiji, pp. 779-780.
17) Ibid., pp. 657-658. “理財與聚斂異, 今之言理財者, 聚斂而已矣. 非獨今之言理財者也.
自周衰而其義失, 以為取諸民而供上用, 故謂之理財, 而其善者, 則取之巧, 而民不知,
上有餘而下不困, 斯其為理財而已矣.”
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ancient sage rulers cherished in the Confucian Classics, arguing that
the ancient sage rulers were, without exception, good managers of
wealth. He contends that Their method was not to concentrate wealth
in the central government, but to diffuse wealth across
all-under-heaven. Ye Shi holds that the legitimate place for state
intervention in the economy is to ameliorate the flow of goods and
redress imbalances between people across regions. For this reason,
“King Yu and the Duke of Zhou managed the wealth of
all-under-heaven together with [the people in] all-under-heaven.”18) In
other words, the ideal management of wealth should be for the
enrichment of the people only. Wealth should reside in the people, not
in the government.
In a similar vein, Ye Shi criticizes Wang Anshi’s New Polices as
being the most deviant from the sages’ management of wealth. While
Wang Anshi admired the Duke of Zhou’s management of wealth, he
introduced the State Trade Policy in the third month of 1072 to extract
revenue from the gains of merchants and traders, and implemented
the Green Shoots Policy to take 20 percent interest rate from the
people. He justified the policies as the laws of “the Bureau of Money,
quanfu 泉府” in the Rituals of Zhou, one of the Thirteen Confucian
Classics attributed to the Duke of Zhou. Not surprisingly, these laws
wrought havoc in the world, Ye Shi recalls.
As to the reason why Wang Anshi’s imitation of the Duke of
Zhou failed, Ye Shi gives a historical explanation. Instead of arguing
that Wang Anshi’s interpretation of the Bureau of Money was totally
unfounded historically, he instead argued that it was a feasible plan
for the Duke of Zhou’s times because, back then, everyone in
all-under-heaven was more or less equal; there were no particularly
rich people. By historicizing the Duke of Zhou’s government, Ye Shi
criticizes Wang Anshi for having simply imitated the old system.
Despite Wang Anshi’s claims to emulating the intents of the sages, Ye
Shi argues that Wang Anshi was the worst of the Duke of Zhou’s
disciples because he failed to see the fundamental gap between the
Duke of Zhou’s time and his own.
Back in the Duke of Zhou’s time, the powers were concentrated
in the hands of the king. The land was distributed to the people
according to the well-field system within the enfeoffment system and
18) Ibid., p. 658. “是故以天下之財, 與天下共理之者, 大禹, 周公是也.”
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the realm under direct control of the king was not permitted to
exceed one thousand square li, as Ye Shi points out. Therefore, the
government could intervene in the market to collect unsold
commodities in preparation for the times of need, as written in “the
Bureau of Money.” In other words, Ye Shi believes the Duke of
Zhou’s seemingly active role in maintaining social and political equity
should be seen within its unique historical context.19) In critiquing
Wang Anshi’s New Policies, Ye Shi historicizes the Duke of Zhou’s
government, arguing that it belonged to an ancient period when all
men were more or less equal. In such a time, Ye Shi allows, the
government necessarily had to intervene to redress some inherent
imbalances to secure the basic conditions of life for the people.
However, things have changed since a long time ago, Ye Shi
argues. Equitable land redistribution in accordance with the well-field
system one such change, and economic inequalities had become a
political reality by the time of Wang Anshi and Ye Shi. Ye Shi holds
that trying to eradicate social and economic inequalities according to
an ideal model of antiquity or an individual’s moral plan is
irresponsible, and he holds up the New Policies as a prime example
of such irresponsibility. Ye Shi posits that the government should
recognize the economic realities of society, and rather than competing
with merchants and large landowners, the government should rely on
them, since they have become the active participants in ‘governance’ in
multiple centers of all-under-heaven. For this reason, Ye Shi defends
the rich as the bases of local governments and as the mediators
between the imperial government and the commoners.20) In short, Ye
Shi intends to provide a systematic theory of government that
endorses the rise of commerce and a burgeoning private economy as
the positive engine of economic growth.

3. Government by the People
Ye Shi articulates his visions of good government in a tripartite essay
entitled “Affairs of the People, minshi 民事.” In the first of the three
19) Ibid., p. 659. “今天下之民不齊久矣. 開闔, 歛散, 輕重之權, 不一出於上, 而富人大賈
分而有之. 不知其數千百年也. 而遽奪之可也. 嫉其自利而欲為國利可乎. 嗚呼! 居今之
世, 周公固不行是法矣.”
20) Ye Shiji, p. 657. “富人者, 州縣之本, 上下之所賴也.”
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sections, Ye Shi proclaims grandly: “In antiquity, the people and the
king were as one; in later generations, the people and the king have
become divided into two.”21) Unlike the common rhetorical move of
eulogizing antiquity in order to criticize the present, Ye Shi has no
intention of blaming the modern status quo for falling short of an
ancient and more ideal standard of government. Instead of making a
moral claim, he takes an historical approach to antiquity, arguing that
in ancient times the kingship arranged the appropriate methods of life
down to petty details of ritual, agricultural tools, and social institutions
for the people to follow. The underlying assumption for this
paternalistic caring was that “the people could not do by themselves
alone.”22) The government nurtured, educated, and, in times of need,
saved the people. In later generations, these paternalistic assumptions
of kingship no longer pertained. Ye Shi contends that the underlying
presumption of later kingship was that the people should be able to
live by themselves, and later governments functioned by relying on
the people’s ability to survive on their own. The government would,
of course, come to the rescue of the people in times of emergency, but
these emergencies were so rare as to have been noted and praised by
historians. “Because the king and the people obviously came from two
different bases,” Ye Shi writes, “the king would govern the people as
if from outside.” Therefore, the need for programs of paternalistic
kingship had disappeared long ago, as “[t]he people have become
used to living by themselves and ceased to seek from the higher
authorities.”23)
In Ye Shi’s view, the role of the government has clearly and
radically changed over time. Because the people have managed to live
on their own without depending on the activities of government, they
no longer need the paternalistic care of ancient kingship. The statement
that the king and the people have become two implies that to great
extent the people have become independent of the king, or to put it
more precisely, that the private sector of society has grown
independent of government control.
From Han to Tang, the government still retained the institutions of
distributing land to the people. Therefore, the king still could encompass the

21) Ibid., p. 651. “古者民與君為一, 後世民與君為二.”
22) Ibid., p. 651. “其意以謂民皆不自能也.”
23) Ibid., p. 652.
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people. As the government still had the laws of receiving labor service, the
people could still serve the king. Generally, in the present time, the
institutions of distributing land have been abolished. The people today buy
and sell land privately and the government files the contracts [for their
private transactions ex post facto] and take commission from them…While
the people enjoy buying land through private transactions, they do not enjoy
trading with the government. They consider that the amount taken by the
government is extortionate. This is why the government cannot encompass
the people. As the law of receiving service from the people was abolished,
the government hired the vagabonds who do not complete their jobs. The
government and the people do not recognize the urgent needs of each party.
As to those who communicated with [the government officials] to request
something, the people would treat them as if treating an enemy state.24)

In the passage just cited, Ye Shi again argues that the world has
changed, and that the role of the government should change
accordingly. The emergence of a large private sector in society and
economy has nullified the traditional conceptions of the king as an
all-caring patriarch. The organic integration of the people and the
government based on land redistribution and corvée labor as mutual
responsibilities had fallen apart. Against this background, to talk of
total land redistribution, i.e., the well-field system of antiquity, is
anachronistic. As to the feasibility of restoring the well-field system, Ye
Shi’s answer is a historical one: such a system was possible in
antiquity because the realm under direct government of the king was
no more than one thousand li square.
What then is Ye Shi’s proposed solution to the land problems of
his day? Ye Shi denies two extreme answers widely adopted by
“vulgar officials (sushi 俗吏)” and “Confucians (ruzhe 儒者).” Vulgar
officials simply suppress land-engrossing by force in order to support
the weak and the poor. Despite these officials’ well-meaning intentions,
Ye Shi rejects this course of action as an unreliable plan for the
emperor, noting the elite-dominated realities of the day. Suppression of
the large landowners would result in numerous lawsuits to an extent
unmanageable by the local governments. Besides, magistrates no longer
hold the powers of “nurturing the people,” as those powers have
come to belong to the rich since long ago. Furthermore, landless
24) Ibid., p. 652. “自漢至唐, 猶有授田之制, 則其君猶有以屬民也. 猶有受役之法, 則其民
猶有以事君也. 盖至於今, 授田之制亡矣. 民自以私相賣易, 而官反為之司契劵而取其
直… 然而民樂私自買而不樂與官市, 以為官所以取之者, 衆而無名也. 是官無以屬民也.
受役之法壊, 而官以傭錢自募浮浪不事事之人, 官民之急, 不相知也. 其有求請而相闗通
者, 既視若敵國.”
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people rent land from the rich; those who have land but not money
to buy seedlings borrow money from the rich; those who are in
urgency turn to the rich; tenants belong to the rich; traveling actors
and acrobats sponge on the rich; even the sub-officials who could not
meet their quotas turn to the rich.25) Considering that Ye Shi has the
emperor in mind as his audience, such a position sounds daring, at
the very least. His distrust of officials is certainly surprising, but not
so much as his trust in the rich. Ye Shi proposes that the emperor
ally himself with the rich instead of relying on fame-seeking and
envious officials, referring to the rich the backbone of the state, i.e., as
those who “nurture” the commoners on behalf of the emperor.
For our purpose, it is important to note that Ye Shi develops this
perspective by redefining the constitutional foundation of the state for
his time. His study of antiquity is undertaken not primarily to find an
ancient model to follow, but to see the present in comparative
perspective in order to find the optimal solutions for modern
problems. He does not, however, deny the authority of the ancient
classics, rather he attempts to explain the intent of the sages in a
contextualized historical perspective, as in the following passage:
Therefore, your minister considers that Confucians’ learning of restoring the
well-field system can be discarded, and crude officials’ will to suppress the
land-engrossing rich could also be dropped. If we extend wisdom grounded
on our time, and observe the world and establish laws, and verily have
institutions decided by your highness, within ten years, there will be no
extremely rich and extremely poor people. Land-engrossing would disappear
by itself without suppression. Let all-under-heaven enjoy the benefits of life
and nurture! This is what the Son of Heaven should be anxious to achieve
with ministers. If not, the ancient well-field system would not work and the
institutions of today would not be established. Only empty talk will pervade
and those above and below will betray each other. Crude officials would
regard base acts as realistic and Confucians would regard loftiness as honor.
By which model could all-under-heaven be governed?26)

Ye Shi’s plan for the people in general fits nicely with his
proposal for fiscal and military reforms. In Ye Shi’s view, the role of
the emperor as parent of the people no longer had any real
25) Ibid., p. 657.
26) Ibid., p. 657. “故臣以為儒者復井田之學可罷, 而俗吏抑兼并富人之意可損. 因時施智,
觀世立法, 誠使制度定於上, 十年之後, 無甚富甚貧之民, 兼并不抑而自已. 使天下速得
生養之利, 此天子與其羣臣當汲汲為之. 不然, 古井田終不可行, 今之制度又不復立, 虛
談相眩, 上下乖忤, 俗吏以卑為實, 儒者以髙為名, 天下何從而治哉.”
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correspondence to the contemporary realities of the Southern Song.
Therefore, the emperor should seek to understand and rely on the
existing order of society instead of trying in vain to reform it after an
ideal (and obsolete) model of the past. It is using this reasoning, that
Ye Shi proposes that the government alleviate the tax burdens on the
rich. To relieve fiscal pressure, the only solution Ye Shi could find
was to decrease the size of the military, which according to his
calculation, occupied more than eighty percent of the overall state
income.

4. What the King Ought to Do
We have seen so far that Ye Shi articulated a systematic plan for
reducing the size of government. How does the emperor figure in his
overall constitutional plans? Ye Shi adopts the long-standing
“Confucian” rhetoric of moral suasion for the legitimation of royal
rule: “Your minister has heard that the king should persuade
all-under-heaven with the Way, and should not govern
all-under-heaven with his nominal status (mingwei 名位).” To rule by
persuasion, the king should have virtue. Kingly virtue, however, has
long since been destroyed because ‘biased doctrines and base theories”
have misled later kings.
Ye Shi asks whether the emperor wishes to persuade with the
Way or to dominate with his fame and prestige, examining three
legalist theories of kingship, based respectively on command (ling 令),
power (quan 權), and law (fa 法). The first theory of kingship Ye Shi
examines is the theory of command and conformity, in which the king
orders and his subjects follow. We could label this system as a
procedural autocracy given to the ideal of an efficient government
based on royal command. The second is the theory of despotic
autocracy, in which the king monopolizes powers and makes all
decisions by himself and the third is pure legalism, in which the king
governs according to the rule of law alone without any special
consideration given to familial or other attachments. Ye Shi ultimately
finds each of these three theories of kingship wanting, and argues that
they have destroyed the king’s virtue.
Like Mencius, Ye Shi has in mind a coherent theory of kingship.
When King Hui of Liang asked about the ways to profit his state,
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Mencius preached humaneness and righteousness as the necessary
conditions of a long-lasting stability. Mencius had in mind a nested
hierarchy of the Zhou enfeoffment system, in which each feudal lord
was entitled to a certain amount of administrative power. In such a
system, the blind pursuit of profit by the king would result in the
breakdown of leadership, misleading the feudal lords to overstep their
bounds and, finally, to destroy the status quo. Mencius argues further
that without the voluntary compliance of the population and without
the participation of bureaucrats, no kingship could be secured.
Ye Shi draws two different types of kingship from history. The
first model is despotic rule by terror embodied by First Emperor and
the Han Wudi; the second model is utilitarian rule for the
maximization of profit adopted by Han Xuandi 宣帝 (r. 73-70 BC) and
Tang Taizong 太宗 (r. 626-649) The first model remains a constant lure
for later emperors, and the second serves as the only real alterative to
the first. Yet neither, Ye Shi says, can form the foundation of good
government. When Ye Shi emphasizes the practical virtue of the king,
Ye Shi denies the rightness of both Han Wudi’s and Tang Taizong’s
rule, placing a practical limit to the king’s legitimate powers. Though
it may seem superficially ironic, Ye Shi argues that in order to realize
his command, extend his powers, and enforce his laws, the king
should relegate his authorities to ministers and bureaucrats. To rule by
virtue of intelligence (zhi 智) and cleverness (qiao 巧) would undermine
the foundation of kingship: “Intelligence and cleverness shall get in the
way of the king’s commands, undermine his powers, and destroy
laws.” Therefore, Ye Shi argues, the king should revive his practical
virtue (shide 實德):
What is the so-called practical virtue of the king? How could it not be that
by which his face could be covered from view, and the great path becomes
unsuspicious, so as to integrate the minds of his ministers and people?27)

“To have his face covered from view” is to renounce personalistic
intervention on state affairs, i.e., to give up military expansionism and
direct supervision.28) Ye Shi suggests that a king’s fear of losing title
and prestige is a psychological barrier to kingship. Not realizing their
27) Ibid., p. 635. “所謂人主之實徳者, 何也. 豈不以其容受掩覆, 大度不疑, 有以深結其臣
民之心歟.”
28) Ibid., p. 634. Ye Shi describes as the example of rule by terror the First Emperor
and Han Wudi’s conquest of the east and west and royal tour of ten thousand li.
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fame and prestige would not vanish even if they were to absent
themselves from regular and direct personalitic intervention in state
affairs, “the kings who love to rule” constantly try to maintain their
fame and prestige by issuing commands, enacting laws, and exercising
powers to win them back. Based this view, Ye Shi defines the
responsibilities of the king toward the people and the bureaucracy.
In relation to the people of all-under-heaven, the king should truly realize
that they can be relaxed but cannot be labored; that they can be pacified
but cannot be moved around; that they can given but cannot be extorted.
To alleviate land tax and levies, and to generally relieve tax arrears are not
even considered extending grace! No need to mention the extremities of
hasty exactions and unruly extortions! In relation to numerous officials, the
king should see to it that each official has the right position and each
talent is assigned to the right position. He should not treat as worthy those
who should be belittled, and should not be close to those who should be
kept away, so as not to have them report him directly. No need to mention
filling the [significant] positions with those and employ them by himself!29)

According to Ye Shi, the raison d’être of the king is not to control
or dominate the people but to help them flourish on their own
through the alleviation of tax burdens. This might sound
commonplace, but within his systematic constitutional plans to retrench
the size of government, his definition of kingship gains a practically
important meaning. In his scheme, the king should retreat to the
background of ‘governance’ in which diverse social groups and
individuals participate in numerous different ways. The king Ye Shi
has in mind is the king of a remote antiquity when all the people
were more or less equal and unable to live without relying on the
instructions of the government.
Whereas Wang Anshi eulogized the ancient sage kings who
“connected the roads and rives,” “organized paddy-fields and mulberry
plantings,” “established schools and assembled people to practice
rituals and music”30) and so on, Ye Shi simply points out that the
time has changed. As he forcefully argues in his essay “Affairs of the
People,” the people had become self-sufficient and self-generating,
capable of connecting their own roads, organizing their own fields,
29) Ibid., pp. 635-636. “其於天下之民也. 真見其可佚而不可勞, 可安而不可動, 可與而不
可奪也. 非輕租捐賦, 寛釋逋負, 以為之賜也. 而況於急征横斂而無極也. 其於羣臣百官
也. 真見其官各有守, 才各有宜, 畀之以事而不相易也. 非貴其所賤, 親其所踈, 而要之
以報己也. 而況於姑使之充位而自用也.”
30) Bol (1993), p. 144.
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and assembling themselves to practice rituals and music. Recognizing
the present state of affairs, for Ye Shi, means that the government
should only try to help them flourish on their own. For example,
while Ye Shi grants the seriousness of the problem of
land-engrossment in his time, his solution is to let the people solve
the problems on their own. In short, his redefinition of kingship as
non-interventionist administrator is logically tied with his optimistic
view of social elites, not to mention his programs for military, fiscal
and bureaucratic retrenchment.
Regarding the usefulness of the traditions and precedents of the
past, Ye Shi gives another pragmatic answer:
In general, to observe the ways in which the ancient sages ruled the state
is not necessarily to follow and imitate them. He who has seen various
instruments should become a good artisan. He who has seen numerous
prescriptions should make a good doctor. Only after observing [numerous
examples and precedents] exhaustively could he do it by himself. Only by
then could he have the ability to adhere to the way without being mired in
antiquity. Besides, the ancient ways of governing the state are only written
in ancient books. To see them would not be too difficult!31)

Ye Shi’s belief is that the ruler should rely on the precedents and
traditions of government like an artisan observing various creations of
the past or a doctor surveying numerous prescriptions. As cumulative
traditions, the ancient models of government are both general and
detailed. Without using the reservoir of wisdom, the ruler should be
fatally mistaken. This might seem cliché, but it is difficult to deny that
the idea of antiquity provided a certain constitutional check on
emperorship as much as traditions and practices. In fact, Ye Shi even
conceived of a limited emperorship.

5. Conclusion: “Toward Critical Confucianism”
Ye Shi proposed a systematic set of constitutional plans to decrease
the overall size of the Southern Song administration. Although often
hailed as a nationalist patriot in the PRC today, Ye Shi’s attitude
toward the revanchist movement was equivocal at best. While he did
31) Ye Shiji, p. 787. “夫觀古人之所以為國, 非必遽傚之也. 故觀衆器者, 為良匠; 觀衆病
者, 為良醫; 盡觀而後自為之, 故無泥古之失而有合道之功, 且古之為國, 具在方冊而巳.
其觀之弗難也.”
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emphasize territorial restoration as an important task of the Southern
Song, his primary interest lay in removing the cumulative problems of
the state. Ye Shi took pains to insist that the recovery of the lost land,
while an important goal, was not the means of attaining a “strong and
wealthy” empire. In his proposal for producing “the strong conditions”
necessary for such an empire, Ye Shi proposed a series of radical
government retrenchment reforms: including the dramatic cutback of
the military by replacing costly parasitic recruits with a crack army of
professional soldiers, the reintroduction of the military colony (an idea
which he proposed in his later years), a decrease of supplementary
taxes, a downsizing of the bureaucracy, and the general retreat of
government from the self-generating forces of society. At the heart of
Ye Shi’s constitutional plans for the Southern Song was his optimism
regarding the positive roles of the rich in society. In short, in
opposition to Wang Anshi’s activist reforms, defined the role of the
emperor as an administrative manager, and proposed a permissive
reform which entailed a substantial downsizing the administration
itself. In so doing, Ye Shi also called for a fundamental paradigm shift
in the imperial court’s representation of itself, i.e., the underlying
theory of government then adopted by the Southern Song court.
Ye Shi’s writing should be viewed as one of the most systematic
articulations of Southern Song discourses on good government. Perhaps
we can even think of Ye Shi as presenting the most significant case
for state retrenchment made during the Southern Song. What I find
most interesting in Ye Shi’s political thought is the idea that he could
invoke the classics of antiquity to promote his own views of good
government. As Etienne Balazs observed more than half a century ago,
the Chinese literati frequently took great care to legitimize their
programs of reform by proposing themin “reference to the golden age
of antiquity.”32) As Ye Shi found the administrative powers of the
state in his time was as intensely encroaching upon the rights of the
people, he consciously chose to struggle with the ghost of Wang
Anshi, the symbol of state activism at the time. Reflecting on the
unprecedented state interventionism of the New Policies era, Ye Shi
articulated his constitutional visions for a limited and effective
government. If we take a general definition of constitutionalism as
denoting “that the coercive power of the state is constrained,”33) we
32) Balazs (1964), p. 102.
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might say that Ye Shi promoted something very close to
constitutionalism. As a majority of his generation criticized Wang
Anshi, scholars have often viewed Wang as a legalist in disguise and
viewed the contestation between the two groups as an extension of the
longstanding rivalry between Confucianism and Legalism.34) For the
purposes of my argument here, what we choose call Wang Anshi in
retrospect makes little difference: the important thing is that both
Wang Anshi and Ye Shi claimed to have read the intents of the sages
(shengren zhi yi 聖人之意) or the Former Kings (xianwang zhi yi 先王之
意) of antiquity and promoted their views of good government by
reference to the Confucian classics.
In conclusion, Ye Shi was at fundamental odds with the Wang
Anshi-type prescriptive model of state interventionism, and critically
engaged in constitutional disputes over the legitimate boundaries of
the public vis-à-vis the private sector. Was Ye Shi being a maverick at
the time? I do not think so. Rather, I would suggest that he embodied
the long-standing tradition of what I call “critical Confucianism,” the
same such tradition that we see in the Discourse on Salt and Iron, for
example, in which sixty local scholars invited to the imperial court in
the aftermath of the expansionist emperor Han Wudi (r. 141-87 BC)
unflinchingly criticized state interventionism and made reference to the
Confucian Classics in order to promote their own political visions.35)
Whatever Confucianism might be, we should not fail to note that a
long line of critical thinkers in Chinese history have used it and its
classical texts to evaluate, call into question, disapprove of, censure, as
well as redirect the constitutional agenda set up by the imperial state.
It is that particular spirit of Confucianism I believe we should try to
rekindle at the moment, as we witness the spirit of Confucianism
haunting China today.
■ Submitted: 2014.05.09 Reviewed: 2014.05.15-22 Confirmed for publication: 2014.05.23

33) Gordon (1999), p. 5.
34) Hou (1957-1963), chapter 4 in vol. 3.
35) Huan Kuan (1967).
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"批判儒學"——葉適的憲政思想
宋在倫

中文摘要
本論文從儒學的批判功能，即“批判儒學”的精神層面上出發，深入探究
中國南宋時期浙江省永嘉學派代表學者葉適的憲政思想。葉適從財政制
度、軍事制度、政治制度，法律制度等領域出發，主張國家權力應受到合
理的限制，而他的這種論證方法正體現了“憲政思想 (constitutional
thought)”的一個方面。爲適應唐宋變革時期大規模的社會經濟變化，葉
適重新定義了善政的基本前提，重新確立了國家和社會的關系。他批判性
的重新解釋了儒家經典，並指出北宋時期國家改革出現的問題和南宋時期
國家政策的弊端，提出了符合新時代的高效率統治的新方法。從這個角度
來看，可以說葉適的思想體現了用經典的理想來批判現實之根據的“批判
儒學”的傳統。
關鍵詞:

葉適(1150-1223)，永嘉學派，批判儒學，憲政主義，立憲主義，
善政，王安石(1021-1086)，北宋(960-1127)，南宋(1127-1279)

